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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a locally compact Hausdorff topological space X and a commutative 
valued field K, we denote by Co(X) the space of continuous K-valued functions 
on X vanishing at infinity endowed with the supremum norm. If X is compact, 
we write C(X) instead of Co(X). If A is contained in Co(X), a subset A of X is 
said to be a boundary for A if, for every f E A, there exists x E A such that f 
attains its norm at x. If there exists a unique minimal closed boundary aA for A, 
it is called the &lov boundary for A. 
When X is compact and K = R or C, the existence of the Silov boundary is 
well known for any linear subspace A of C(X) containing the constants and 
separating points (see e.g. [Se, p. 3891); in this case the Silov boundary for A is 
the closure of the extreme points of the unit ball of the dual space of A. 
Unlike the real or complex case, when K is a nonarchimedean field, no sat- 
isfactory definition of extreme point can be given (see e.g. [MP]). It is not the 
first time in the study of spaces of continuous functions that the absence of ex- 
treme points causes deep differences between the properties of the non- 
archimedean and the real or complex cases. For instance, when K = R or @, a 
standard proof of the Banach-Stone theorem is based on the existence of cer- 
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tain extreme points; both the proof and the result fail in the nonarchimedean 
context (see e.g. [BN] and [AMM]). The results given in these papers add a 
condition (quite close to multiplicativity) on the linear isometries in order to 
obtain a representation of this maps as that of the classical Banach-Stone the- 
orem. Roughly speaking, we can say that the fundamental point in the non- 
archimedean case is not the study of linear subspaces, as it is in the real or 
complex cases - rather we must focus on the multiplicative structure of the set 
to obtain interesting results. On the other hand, it has been recently proved in 
[AF] that any linear isometry between some real or complex subspaces of con- 
tinuous functions induces a homeomorphism between some special subspaces 
of their Silov boundaries. In the nonarchimedean context, the results given in 
[BN] and [AMM] cannot simply be carried over in the case of any subspaces, 
due to the lack of enough functions. It is again multiplicativity in (not nec- 
essarily linear) isometries which is going to allow us to give properties linking 
some special subspaces of the Silov boundaries. 
As for the existence of Silov boundaries, what can be considered as a first 
approach to the problem was carried out in [K] by Kaplansky, who proved the 
nonarchimedean counterpart of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. As a con- 
sequence of this result, we have that every closed subalgebra of Co(X) con- 
taining for any two distinct points x, y E X a function vanishing at x but not at 
y, coincides with Co(X) ( see for instance [P, p. 1721 or [vR, p. 218]), this is, its 
Silov boundary is X. A related result is obtained in [Sch, p. 1251, where it is 
shown that the nonarchimedean counterpart of the maximum principle for 
complex analytic functions fails when the nonarchimedean field is locally 
compact. 
From now on K denotes a commutative nonarchimedean ontrivially valued 
field and X, Y locally compact zerodimensional Hausdorff spaces. For a subset 
U of X, cl U and int U stand for the closure and the interior of U respectively. 
For f E Co(X), S(f) := {x E X : If(x)1 = IIf II}. For ultrametrizable (X,d), 
x0 E X, and E > 0, B(xo,E) := {x E X : d( x, x0) < E}. If U is a clopen subset of 
X, <,-J stands for the characteristic function of U. Finally if dA exists for a 
subset A of Co(X), then we define &A as the subset of X which consists of the 
points x E dA such that there existsf E A withy(x) # 0. 
Definition 1.1. Given a subset A of Co(X), we say that x0 E X is a strong 
boundurypointfor A if for every clopen neighborhood lJ of x0 there exists f E A 
such that ]f(xo)] = llf]l and 1 f (x)1 < llfll for every x $ U. 
Definition 1.2. A subset A of Co(X) is said to be strongly separating if, for dis- 
tinct x, y E X, there existsf E A such that I f(x) I # I f(y) 1. 
Definition 1.3. Given a multiplicative semigroup A of Co(X), a multiplicative 
map T : A + Co(Y) is said to be an isometry if IITfll = llfll for everyf E A. 
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2. MULTIPLICATIVE SEMIGROUPS 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a strongly separating multiplicative semigroup of Co(X). 
If fo E A, then there exists a strong boundary point x0 for A such that 
Ifo(xo)l = Ilfoll. 
Proof. Let fo E A - (0). It is clear that S( fo) is a nonvoid compact. Given 
x E Syb), let us define the set 
JX := {z E X : if l&)1 = Ml, then lg(z)I = Ml, g E A). 
Clearly, J, is a nonvoid closed subset of S( fo) for any x E S( fo). Now consider 
a chain 
(JXAYEA? 
x, E S( fo), with 
Jx,: c Jxs 
if a” 5 o’. Then n,,, JX, is nonempty because it is the intersection of a chain 
of closed subsets of the compact S( fo). Suppose that x E noEn JX, and that 
z E J,. Then, we have that for any a E li, given g E A such that Ig(xa)l = [IgIl, 
&)I = llgll d an consequently lg(z)I = Ilgll. This implies that J, c n,,, J,,?. 
By Zorn’s lemma, the family 
{Jx :x E WI)} 
has a minimal element J # 0. Clearly, if x, z E J, then 
J, = J, = J. 
Now we show that J is a singleton. Suppose xi, x2 are two distinct elements of 
J. Since A is strongly separating, then there exists f, E A such that 
Ifl(Xl)l f lfi(x2)l. 
Assume that 
Ifl(Xl)I > Ifi(Xz)I. 
Let z E J such that 
Ifl(Z)l = SUPIfi(X)l > Ifl(X2)l. 
XEJ 
Next let us see that there exists f2 E A such that Ih( = [If211 and 
If2b)I < IIf f or every x E X such that I fi (x) I > I fi (z) I. Suppose then that 
Ifi(4l > Ifi(z)I.Th en x +! J and consequently there exists fX E A such that llfX II 
is attained on J but ( fX(x) I < II fXll. Then there is a clopen neighborhood U, of x 
such that for every y E U,, If&)1 < IlfXlj. 
Since 
T := {x E X : Ih( < Ifi(x)l} 
is compact, there exist xi, x2,. . ,x, such that T c Uy=, Ux8. It is easy to check 
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that f~ := n:=, fX, attains its norm on J but at no point of T. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume that 
llflll = 1 = Ilf211. 
Since T is compact, we have 
SUP Isz(4l < 1 
XET 
and by taking a power off2 if necessary, we can suppose that 
SUP I_ml < Ifllz)l. 
XET 
It is easy to check thatfif2 attains its norm at z, but not at x2, which contradicts 
the minimality of J. We conclude that J consists of just one point, say x0. 
Clearly 
Ifo(xo)l = Ilhll. 
To see that x0 is a strong boundary point, consider a clopen neighborhood 
U c X of x0. A construction similar to that used forf2 yields a function in A 
attaining its norm at x0 but not on X - U. q 
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a strongly separating multiplicative semigroup of Co(X). 
Then the silov boundary for A exists and the set of strong boundary points for A is 
dense in dA. 
Proof. Consider the closure A in X of the strong boundary points for A. By the 
previous lemma we deduce that it is a boundary for A. On the other hand, if we 
take a closed proper subset K of A, there exists a strong boundary point x0 
which does not belong to K. Take a clopen neighborhood U of x,-, such that 
U 0 K = 0 and f E A such that ) f (x)1 < 1) f II for every x $Z U. We see that K is 
not a boundary for A. Therefore A is the Silov boundary for A. q 
Remark. We cannot remove the condition ‘A is strongly separating’ in Theo- 
rem 2.2. Clearly, if X is compact and has more than one point, the multi- 
plicative semigroup A := {f E C(X) : If (x)1 = II f 1) for every x E X} separates 
points and contains the constants and there is no Silov boundary for A. 
3. THE METRIZABLE CASE 
Recall that in the real and complex cases, if X is compact and metrizable and A 
is a separating closed subalgebra of C(X) containing the constants, then the 
set of points x E X such that there exists f E A satisfying If (y)l < (f (x)1 for 
all y # x is dense in dA ([L, p. 2681). Clearly this is not generally possible in 
our context unless X contains many isolated points. But we can give a re- 
sult concerning ultrametrizable spaces without assuming any previous prop- 
erty on A. 
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that X is ultrametrizable. Zf 8A exists for some subset A of 
Co(X), then the set of strong boundarypoints for A is dense in aA. 
Proof. Suppose that x1 E dA and E > 0. Then there exists fi E A such that 
S( fi) c B(xi, E). Otherwise dA - B(xI, E) would be a boundary for A. Take 
x2 E dA rl S( fi). For the same reason there exists fz E A such that 
S(f2) c S(J) n W2,EP). 
In this way, construct a sequence (xn) in X and a sequence (fn) in A such that 
x, E aAnSkl) 
and 
S(fn) c S(f,-l)nB(x,,eln), 
for every n E I% We have that for every n E N, S( fn + 1) c S( fn). By the com- 
pactness of S( f,), it is clear that l-jr=, S( fn) # 0. Consider 
x0 E ; S(fn). 
n=l 
It is easy to check that x0 must be the only element of this intersection. On the 
other hand, given a clopen neighborhood of x0 there exists n E N such that it 
contains B(xa, e/n) = B(x,, e/n). Consequently, 
x0 E S(fn) C +0,&/n). 
We easily deduce that x0 is a strong boundary point for A and the set of strong 
boundary points for A is dense in dA. q 
Now it is easy to deduce the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. Let X be endowed with the discrete topology. Let A be a subset of 
Co(X). Then aA exists ifand only iffor every f E A, there exists x E S(f) and 
g E A such that S(g) = {x}. 
Remark. Next we are going to prove the existence of a Silov boundary for a 
subset of C(X) for which there are no strong boundary points. Let X be the 
Cantor set nnEN (0, 1). W e h ave that X has a countable basis {U,, : n E N} of 
clopen sets. Recall that a subset U of X is called regular open provided that 
U = int cl U. Let 
8(X) := {U C X : U is regular open}, 
which becomes a complete Boolean algebra under the following operations: 
uvv=unv 
UA V=intcl(UU V) 
U’=int(X- U). 
Consider the family EX of ultrafilters in B(X). Given U E s(X), define 
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?/j(U) := (L1 E EX : u E U}. 
Then {$(U) : U E R(X)} is a base for a topology in EX called the Stone topol- 
ogy. With this topology EX is called the projective cover of X, and it is ex- 
tremally disconnected and compact ([CN, Theorems 2.21 and 2.411). Take an 
open basic set $(V) in EX, V E 8(X). Then there exists an n E N such that 
U,, c V, this is, $( Un) c $( I’). This implies that EX is the Silov boundary for 
the countable family F := {&(/,J : n E N}. 
On the other hand, we are going to prove that no point of EX is a strong 
boundary point for F. Suppose that U E EX is a strong boundary point for F. 
Then for every open neighborhood $(U) of U, U E ‘8(X), there exists n E N 
such that U E $(Un) c $(U). S ince II is an ultrafilter we have that 
{U,, : U, E U} satisfies the finite intersection property and, since X is compact, 
n r,. E u U,, is nonempty. Making the necessary changes, we are going to sup- 
pose that (0) E flu. E~ U,,. Consider, for n E N, 
v, := {(x/J E x : a-1 = x2 = . = x,_ , = 0, x, = 1). 
Define A := UEErm Vz,, and B := UnEN V2, _ 1, which are disjoint open sets in 
X. Also it is easy to see that A U B = X - {(0)}, that A and B belong to ‘8(X), 
and that A’ = B. Consequently, since U is an ultrafilter, A E U or B E U. If 
A E LI, then U E $(A) and, since U is a strong boundary point for F, then there 
exists n E N such that U E $(Un) c $(A). Let us see that this implies that 
U, c A. Otherwise, we have that U,, y_‘ clA and, consequently, there exists a 
nonempty clopen set V contained in U,, - cl A. The family { U,, V} is contained 
in an ultrafilter 9. Since V E Q3 and V n cl A = 0, then we have that 55 E $( U,,) 
but 5B @ $(A), this is, $( Un) is not contained in $(A). 
Thus we have that U, c A and U, E U. This implies that (0) belongs to A, 
which is a contradiction. We have the same contradiction if we assume B E K 
We conclude that no point of EX is a strong boundary point. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
Unlike the real or complex case, where a separating subspace of C(X) con- 
taining the constants has to have a Silov boundary, in the nonarchimedean case 
it is possible to find subspaces like that where the Silov boundary does not exist. 
We also give an example where both the set of strong boundary points and its 
complement are dense in the Silov boundary. 
Examples. 1. Consider the discrete space X = {a, b, c, d} and let o E K such 
that 0 < ICY] < 1. Consider the subspace 
A := {f E C(X) :f(a) = (1 - o)f(c) + af(d),f(b) 
= (1 - a)f(d) + Qf(C)l. 
It is easy to see that A contains the constants and separates points. Moreover 
there is no Silov boundary for A since {a, b} and {c, d} are both minimal closed 
boundaries for A. 
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2. For some primep, let X = ZP u {r}, where rr E QP, 1x1 > 1, endowed with 
the topology inherited from QP. Take two distinct points a, b of i&,, and let 
a~KbesuchthatO<~a]<l.Consider 
A:={f~C(X):j+r)=(l-o)f(a)+af(b)} 
A is separating and contains constants. In this case the silov boundary of A 
is ZP. 
3. Let p be a prime number, p 2 3. Let X = ZPp, K = Cl&. As denoted by 
Schikhof in [Sch], each element of ZP may be written in the form 
. . X,X,-l.. .x1x0 
where each x,~{O,l,..., p-l}. Consider S:={(L:=...X,...X~X~~E 
ZP : x, E (0, 1) for all n E N, there exists no E N such that xnO = 1 and x, = 1 
for finitely many n E N}. Consider, for a: E S, 
r N := l/P ne+1 E R, 
where n, := supnEN{n : x,, = 1). Let A be the linear subspace of C(X) gener- 
ated by the functions of the form 
f(x) := XSB(n.s)(X) +P&-E(a,&L 
where cr E S and s < r,. Let us see that &t exists and coincides with the closure 
of S. To prove this, it is enough to show that if yi, 72, . , yn E K andfi ,f2, . .. ,,fn 
are functions as above, this is, 
fl (x) = XEB(o,,s,) (4 fP-e-B(a,,s,)M 
f2(4 = X&q,sz) (4 +PXJx-B(az,s*)(4> 
fn(4 = X&?(u,,s,) (x) + PX[x -B(a,,s.)b$ 
then 
kYlfl+Yzf2+...+YnfnI 
attains its maximum on S. Next we are going to see that if the maximum value 
oflTlfl+Y2f2+... + 3;1 frill is attained on lJE=, B(ak, .sk), then it is attained at 
some point of S. Without loss of generality we can assume that this maximum is 
attained in the set 
?I B( ak,sk) f-l &, - lj 
k=O k=no+l 
Consider 
ni E {l,T...,noj 
such that 
s - min{sk : 1 5 k 5 no}. n1 - 
We have that s,, = l/p”* for some nz E N. Then construct x E ZP as follows: its 
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k + 1 digit xk is equal to the k + 1 digit of ay,, for 0 5 k < ~22; when 
Sk = l/p”‘r < S,,,, then take the corresponding digit xmk equal to 1; take all other 
digits of x equal to zero. Then it is easy to see that x belongs to S and the max- 
imum is attained at this point. 
On the other hand. if 




This means that 
Xg ES- fi B(QkrSk). 
k=l 
Thus if x $! UE=, B(ak, Sk), then 
i(,Ylfi +72h+.~.+%fn)(4) = pxkcI yk 
I I 
= I(r1.h + Y2”h f.. . + rnfn)(Xo)l. 
We conclude that in any case the maximum is attained on S. Since each cr E S is 
a strong boundary point for A, we can obviously conclude that dA is the closure 
of S. But not every point of dA is a strong boundary point for A. In fact, the set 
of points of dA which are not strong boundary points is dense in dA. It is easy 
to see that 8A is the subset of .ZP of the points 
. . x, . . . x2x1 1 
where x,, E (0, I} for all n E N. The subset of dA consisting of the points 
. . . x, . . . ~5~11 such that there exists no E N such that x, = 1 for every n > no is 
dense in 8A. Let us see that these points are not strong boundary points for A. 
Let PO be one of these points and no := max{n E N : x,, = 0). Take 
pr :=/3,+...0...0~0..._0...0/0. 
no+2 
It is easy to see that I,& - /31 I = l/pnof2. Suppose that we have 
f(x) := x&&) + Pet - E(a,s) (xl, 
f E A. We have that if 
s > l/p”o+‘, 
then PO E B(a, s) if and only if pr E B(LY, s). On the other hand, if 
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let us see that then /3s # B(a, s) and pi # B(a, s). If PO E B((Y,s), then IQ -, /30[ < 
1 /p”’ where 
ni :=max{no+l,n,+l}. 
With this the first ni digits (starting from the digit 0) of cr and those of PO coin- 
cide. But the digit ni + 1 (this is, xn,) is 0 for a: because ni > n, and, on the other 
hand, since nl > no, we have that the digit ni + 1 is 1 for /30 (and in the same way 
it is 1 or 2 for pi). This implies that 
lo -Pal = l/P, 
which is a contradiction. Clearly we reach the same result working with 0,. 
Thus it is easy to deduce that iff E A, then . 
If(Po)l = If(P 
This implies that /30 is not a strong boundary point for A. 
5. MULTIPLICATIVE ISOMETRIES 
We begin with a well-known straightforward lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that 6’A exists for some subset A of Co(X). Then x E X be- 
longs to dA ifand only iffor every clopen neighborhood U of x, there exists f E A 
such that its norm is not attained outside U. 
Proof, Suppose that x E X satisfies that for every clopen neighborhood U of X, 
there exists f E A such that its norm is not attained outside U. Then dA - U is 
not a boundary for A. Consequently there exists x0 E dA f’ U. Since dA is 
closed, we conclude that x E dA. 
On the other hand, suppose that x belongs to 8A, and let U a clopen neigh- 
borhood of x. If every f E A attains its norm outside U, then X - U is a closed 
boundary for A which does not contain 8A. This implies that dA is not mini- 
mal, which is absurd. 0 
Suppose that C and C’ are two directed sets. Recall that given two nets (x~)~~ z‘
and (YP)~~ F in X (for short (x,) and (yo)), we say that (yp) is a subnet of (xa) 
(or that (~0) is finer than (x,)) if there exists a function 4 : 22’ + C with the 
following properties: 
l For every cro E C there exists a ,L?o E C’ such that 4(p) > og whenever 
P>ioo. 
0 xccs) = yo for every /3 E C’. 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that x0 E X and that (x,) is a net in X such that every sub- 
net convergent in X U {co} converges to x0. Then the net (xn) converges to x0. 
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Proof. Suppose that (x0) (= (~@)~e~) d oes not converge to x0. Then we can 
find a clopen neighborhood U of x0 such that for every cr E C there exists 
+(cx) E C such that G(Q) 2 cr and x$(~) does not belong to U. 
It is easy to check that $(C) is a directed set with the restricted order from C. 
Also (x+~) is a subnet of (x,). Since (X U (cm}) - U is compact, by [E, Propo- 
sition 1.6.1 and Theorem 3.1.231 there exist xi E (XU {oa}) - U and a subnet 
(xp) of (~~(~1) converging to x1. Then we have that (xp) is a subnet of (x,) 
converging to a point different from x0, which contradicts our hypothesis. IJ 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that A is a strongly separating multiplicative semigroup of 
Co(X), and that T : A + Co(Y) is a multiplicative isometry. Zf x E &A (as de- 
fined in Section I), then the set 
{Y E Y : I(Tf)(y)l = If( for everyf t AI 
is nonempty. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 we know that the set of strong boundary points for A is 
dense in dA. Suppose that x0 is a strong boundary point for A. Consider Z,, to 
be the subset of A of all functions attaining their norm at x0. For f E A, con- 
sider 
Jr := iv 6 Y : I( = IIVIII~ 
Finally, consider C,, := &,,, .Z,-. 
Since Jr is a compact subset of Y, to prove that C,, is nonempty, it is enough 
to show that iffr , fz, . , fn E ZXO, then the intersection 
Jf, n .Zfi n . . . n Jf* 
is nonempty. We have that the product ni =, fk attains its norm at x0, this is 
~Jlfx(xo)l = ll$,fi 11. 
It is easy to see that if for every y E Y, there exists k E { 1,2, . . . , n) such that 
I( < II Vi II = Ilfk IO 
then 
II TkP)ll < Ilki, 
Then T would not be an isometry, which is a contradiction. This proves that 
Thus we have that, for every strong boundary point x E X, C, # 0. Next we are 
going to see that if x0 is a strong boundary point for A, then for every y E C,, 
and every f E A, I( = If(x First suppose that f E A and f (x0) = 0. 
Without loss of generality, we are going to assume that II f II = 1. Suppose also 
that yo E C,, satisfies I( Tf )(yo)l = b > 0. Consider the set 
,‘ib := {x E x : If(x)1 2 b} 
and take g E A which attains its norm at x0 but not in Ab. To make calculations 
easier, we assume that ](g]) = 1. Then if 
Y := sup{] g(x)] : x E Ab}, 
we have that r < 1. It is clear that there exists n E N such that 
Ig”(x)] I r” < b 
for every x E Ab. It is easy to check that 1) fg”]] < b and consequently 
)I T( fg”) II < b. Nevertheless it is clear that 
l(~(fg”)N.Yo)l = I( I(nd(Yo)lfl = b, 
which is a contradiction. This implies that in this case (Tf )( y) = 0 for every 
YE G 
Next suppose that 11 f )I = 1, 1 f (x0)\ = a > 0 and [(Tf )(yo)l = b # a for 
some ye E C,,. Consider the clopen set 
B, := {x E X : If (x)1 # a}. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that there exists g E A satisfying 
Ilgll = 1, I&o)l = 1 and Idx)l < 1 f or every x E Be We can find n E N such 
that I< 
and 
g”(x)] < a for every x E Bm Then it is easy to see that 
Ilfg”ll = I(fs”Hxo)l = 4 
I(T(fg”))(yo)l = b # a, 
which contradicts the fact that yo belongs to C,,. 
Then we conclude that if x is a strong boundary point for A, then 
If (41 = I(Tf Hu)l 
for every f E A and every y E C,. 
Now suppose that x0 E &A. Then there exists a net (x,) which consists of 
strong boundary points for A and converges to x. Consider a net ( y,) in Y such 
that ya E CXa for every cr. Since Y u {cm} is compact, by [E, Proposition 1.6.1 
and Theorem 3.1.231 there exists a subnet ( yg) converging to a point 
ya E Y u {co}. Then, iff E A, we have that 
If( =limIf(-9)I 
= lim l(Tf )(ydl 
= I(Tf I(Y 
This equality implies in particular that yo # CO. Then we conclude that if 
x E &A, the closed subset C, of Y consisting of the points satisfying 
l(Tf)(y)l = If(x)1 foreveryf E Aisnonempty. •I 
Remark. Note that unlike the linear case, when we just consider a multi- 
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plicative isometry, then we cannot deduce it is injective. To see this, consider for 
instance, X = {x} = Y, 
A := If E C(X) : IfWI E {llO)> 
and 
B:= {f~ C(Y) :f(x) E {l,O}}. 
Now we are going to define a map T : A + B. For f E A, let (Tf )(x) := 1 if 
1 f(x) 1 = 1 and (Tf ) (x) := 0 if f (x) = 0. We have that T is a surjective multi- 
plicative isometry, but it is not injective. Note that, since K is nontrivially val- 
ued, linearity of T does not make sense in this case, because A and B are not 
linear spaces. 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that A is a strongly separating multiplicative semigroup of 
Co(X), and that T : A + Co( Y) is a multiplicative isometry. Then there exists a 
boundary YO for T(A) an d a continuous urjective map h : Ys + &A such that 
I(Tf )(Y)l = If(h(Y))lf or every f E A and every y E Yo. Also, if doA is compact, 
then YO is closed. 
Proof. Following the notation of the proof of Lemma 5.3, it is easy to see that 
since A is strongly separating, if x and x’ are two different points of &A, then 
c, n c,r = 0. 
It is clear that the set 
Yo := u c, 
XC&p4 
is a boundary for TA and that we can define the following surjective map from 
YO onto &A: given y E Yo, h(y) will be the only point x in &A such that y E C,. 
Let us see now that the map 
h : Y, --t doA 
is continuous. Suppose that ( ya) is a net in Ye converging to a point ye E Ys. 
Then by [E, Proposition 1.6.1 and Theorem 3.1.231 there exists a subnet (h( yp)) 
converging to a point xi E X u {co}. If xi # h( yo), then there exists f E A such 
that 
If(xl)l f If(h(yo))l. 
But we have that 
If@(yo))l = I( 
= W(Tf hd 
=limIf(h(yfi))I 
= If (x1)1, 
which is a contradiction. This implies that there is no subnet of (h( y,)) con- 
verging to a point different from h( yo). By Lemma 5.2, we conclude that 
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(h( ya)) converges to h( ys) and h is continuous. It is also evident that, from the 
way we have defined Ys, for every y E Ys and everyf E A, 
IfMY))l = I(v 
We are finally going to prove that if &A is compact, then YO is closed. Consider 
a net ( ya) in Ye converging to a point yo E Y. We have that (h( ya)) has a subnet 
(h( ~0)) converging to a point x0 E doA. It is easy to see that 
If( = I( 
for everyf E A, this is, yo belongs to C,, and, consequently, YO is closed. •I 
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that A and B are strongly separating multiplicative semi- 
groups of Co(X) and Co(Y) respectively, and that T : A + B is a multiplicative 
bijective isometry. Then there exists a surjective homeomorphism h : &B -+ &A 
such that I( = /f(h(y))(fireveryfE Aandeveryy E &B. 
Proof. We are going to prove that the set Ye given in Theorem 5.4 coincides 
with &B. First, since T is surjective and B is strongly separating, it is easy to see 
that, for every x E &A, C, consists just of one point. We are going to prove that 
Ys is contained in dB. 
Suppose that yo E YO and h(yo) = x0 E &A. We have that, by Theorem 2.2, 
there exists a net (x,) of strong boundary points for A converging to x0. Also, 
we have that, for every o, CXti consists of one point, say ycy. Clearly, working as 
in the proof of Lemma 5.3, we have every accumulation point of the net ( yO) 
belongs to C’,,. Since C,, has just one point yo, we deduce that the net ( yQ) 
converges to yo. We are going to prove that given any clopen neighborhood U of 
yo, there existsfo E B such that 1 fa( y)l < 1) foil for every y E Y - U. It is clear 
that there exists an index QO such that yuO E U. Since C.+ = {ya,} and x_ is a 
strong boundary point for A, we have that 
This implies, since (X U {co}) - U is compact and 
0= n Jfn(wJ{4)- U), 
/ E L, 
that there exist fi, f2, .. . , fn E ZXn, such that n: = I Jh is contained in U. It is 
easy to see that the product 
belongs to I+ and .ZZO is contained in U, this is, I( Tfo)( y)l < II Tfoll for every 
YE Y-U. 
Then, we deduce from Lemma 5.1 that yo belongs to 8B. Since If( = 
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1 (Tf ) ( ys) 1 for every f E A, and x0 belongs to &A, we conclude that ~0 belongs 
to l&B and, consequently, Ye is contained in &B. 
It is clear that the same process we have done for T works for T-l. This al- 
lows us to define a continuous surjective map k : X0 + t&B, where X0 is a 
boundary for A, such that 
If (XII = I(Tf )(&))I 
for every x E X0. Take ~0 E &B. There exists x0 E X0 such that k(q) = yo. We 
have that, for every f E A, 
If( = KTf I(y 
As above we can prove that X0 c &A and this implies that ye E C,,. Conse- 
quently yo E YO and &B c Yo. Also we can see that k o h and h ok are the 
identity maps on &B and &A respectively, which implies that both h and k are 
homeomorphisms. q 
Remark. In general the existence of a multiplicative bijective map between two 
strongly separating multiplicative semigroups A and B of Co(X) and Co(Y) re- 
spectively, do not imply the existence of a homeomorphism between the spaces 
&A and &B, as the following example shows. 
Consider K = Qs, X := {LZ} and Y := {b,c}. We identify the spaces C(X) 
and C(Y) with H and K2 respectively. Then we take 
and 
A := {2”3”5”+” : n,m E N U (0)) 
It is clear that A and B are strongly separating multiplicative semigroups, with 
silov boundaries X and Y respectively. On the other hand 
T(2”3”7”+“) := (2”5”, 3”5m), 
for n, m E N U (0) defines a multiplicative bijective map between A and B. 
However, this does not yield a homeomorphism between the silov boundaries 
of X and Y. 
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